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Abstract 

Simplistic understandings of culture as ‘national culture’ and of the relation between 

language, identity, and culture, have been criticized for quite some time. Today, many 

teachers in higher education have developed a critical awareness of the complexities 

of culture and interculturality, and many would no longer subscribe to a simplistic 

understanding of culture as ‘national culture’. Yet despite this awareness, ‘national 

cultural’ parlance has not disappeared. Drawing on videotaped interactions among 

researchers and university educators of German as a Foreign Language during a 

workshop in West Africa, I demonstrate how we as researchers and university 

educators navigate complexities when discussing ‘culture’ and when, how, and why 

we, then and again, revert to simplistic concepts of culture in our talk. Analyzing the 

practices and ‘common sense resources’ we deploy and the discourses we thereby 

mediate provides insights into how we configure understandings of culture in action 

and points at problems in the ways we talk.   
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Introduction 

 

Culture has become a key concept in political discussions, in everyday reasoning, 

in academia, and in applied language studies and education (see Bachmann-

Medick, 2017; Hormel & Jording, 2016; Nash, 2001; Plikat, 2016, p. 13). Three 

decades of discussions of the concept, of its different facets, of its usefulness or 

inappropriateness, have resulted in the dissipation of its meaning. Some researchers 

even claim that the impossibility of its definition has become a feature of its use 

(Bielefeld, 2003, p. 86). Yet the discussions have also resulted in a heightened 

awareness of the concept’s problematic implications. Many researchers and 

university educators in the field of interculturality no longer subscribe to simplistic 
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understandings of culture as ‘national culture’, and many are cautious especially 

when writing about culture today (for example, Baumann, 2018; Becker, 2018; 

Roche & Venohr, 2018). Despite our awareness, we as researchers and university 

educators are still susceptible to using simplistic notions of culture—the author of 

this paper included. Thus, we could rightfully ask if we should still use this concept 

at all. Some have proposed to keep it and to not ‘throw the baby out with the 

bathwater’ (Skiba, 2007). Others have proposed to ban it: ‘In my own work I have 

decided to throw the baby out because it leads to so much confusion and 

misunderstanding between students, researchers, practitioners, and decision-

makers’ (Dervin, 2015, p. 13). 

Instead of discussing theoretical arguments in favor of or against the use of 

‘culture’ (see, for example, Dervin, 2015; Hormel & Jording, 2016), I want to 

demonstrate how we talk about culture and what could be problematic about it. I 

aim at a reflection of our practices as researchers and educators (Walsh & Mann, 

2015) based on the analysis of interactions in which I participated. Therefore, my 

approach can be situated at the threshold of educational action research. As Norton 

(2019, p. 70-71) points out, the identification of a problem and thinking about ways 

to tackle it are steps towards change. The questions I address are: How do we as 

researchers and university educators talk about culture? How do we navigate the 

complexities of this term? What discourses become visible in our talk, when, and 

why? Analyzing how we apply the concept of ‘culture’ in talk, what meaning we 

attribute to ‘culture,’ intentionally and sometimes unintentionally, can initiate 

reflection, make us think about whether we want to keep the concept, and if yes, 

how we talk about culture and how we teach ‘culture’ in the classroom. The data 

used here stem from a two-day workshop for researchers and university educators 

of German as a Foreign Language (German L2) in West Africa. To analyze my 

data, I adopt ideas developed in the tradition of mediated discourse analysis and its 

research strategy, nexus analysis. As an interdisciplinary endeavor that has its roots 

in anthropological linguistics, interactional sociolinguistics, and critical discourse 

analysis, it focuses on social actions carried out by material or symbolic means, for 

example, language, and aims at identifying the discourses which intersect in these 

social actions (Kuure, Riekki, & Tumelius, 2018; Scollon & Wong Scollon, 2004; 

Wong Scollon & de Saint-Georges, 2012). At the core of nexus analysis lies the 

idea that broader social issues are grounded in the micro-actions of social 

interaction, and that social interaction is a ‘nexus through which the largest cycles 

of social organization and activity circulate’ (Scollon & Wong Scollon, 2004, p. 8).  

How ‘culture’, national conceptualizations of culture, stereotypical 

thinking, racism, and cultural racism are constructed and circulate in higher 

education has been studied from different perspectives and in different settings for 

quite some time now (Coloma, 2013; Curtis-Boles, Chupina, & Okubo, 2020; 
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Harper, 2015; Lee, Jon, & Byun, 2016; Powell, 2000). It has also been addressed 

in the field of foreign language education and teaching in analyses of, for example, 

textbooks (Lu, 2012; Marques-Schäfer, Filho, & Stanke, 2016) or of interviews 

with foreign language students (see, for example, Koreik & Fornoff, 2020). Scarcer 

are analyses of interactions in foreign language higher education settings that focus 

on the construction of ‘cultures’ and ‘national culture’. From a conversation 

analysis perspective, Mori (2003) has investigated how Japanese and US-American 

students display membership of the category ‘Japanese’ and ‘US-American’ in 

initial encounters at a conversation table; Zimmerman (2007) has analyzed how 

highly advanced Korean learners of Japanese construct culture and interculturality 

through displaying cultural expertise in discussions about cultural practices; Siegel 

(2016) has focused on the constructions of ‘multicultural identities’ of a Korean 

and a Japanese university student at a US-university. Adapting a critical discourse 

analysis approach, Cole and Meadows (2013) demonstrate how a language educator 

in an Indonesian language and literature class avoids naturalizing boundaries 

between language and cultures. However, how university teachers and educators 

talk about culture when they are among themselves has not been studied before. 

Yet scrutinizing how we as teachers and educators talk about culture among 

ourselves does not only reveal our self-positioning in a specific communicative 

setting. It allows us to see where and why we fail to live up to our standards and is, 

therefore, a step towards developing a more critical, self-reflexive attitude that 

might impact our practices of teaching ‘culture,’ and thus also ‘interculturality.’     

 

 

‘Culture’ in German L2 research and education: The case studied 

 

In German L2 research and education, conceptualizations of culture have 

drastically changed over the last decades, too, as for example, Kramsch (2009a), 

Skiba (2007), or Altmayer and Koreik (2010) have shown. Up until the early 1970s, 

‘culture’ was mostly conceptualized in opposition to nature as the sum of 

everything humans created. Special emphasis was put on the ‘big C culture,’ the 

history, institutions, art, literature, music, the architecture of the respective speech 

communities (Wolf, 2011). With the advent of communicative approaches and in 

the wake of the cultural turn in the humanities in the 1970s, the concept became 

broader. ‘Culture’ was understood as the system of sense-making, the shared 

knowledge of speech communities that guides actions and interactions of its 

members. Theoretical cornerstones of these conceptualizations of culture were, for 

example, the sociology of knowledge and Alfred Schütz (1953), the interpretative 

anthropology of Clifford Geertz (1973), or the ideas of collective memory as 

proposed by Maurice Halbwachs (2006) (see, for example, Altmayer, 2004). 
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However, these conceptualizations were still prone to reifications as the focus was 

mostly on typical, or rather, stereotypical behavior, and the concept of national 

cultures was still very much alive (see, for example, Kramsch, 2009a).  

Even before post-colonial theories became popular in German L2 language 

teaching and education, the hegemony of the concept of culture as ‘national culture’ 

has begun to falter. Already in 1980, the German anthropologist Hermann 

Bausinger had described cultures as complex formations that are embedded in 

supra- and transnational networks and dissolve in ‘cultural complexity (kulturale 

Komplexität)’ (Bausinger, 1980, p. 61). Yet only in the 21st century have more 

complex conceptualizations of culture become widespread. Kramsch, for example, 

has defined culture by adapting Pierre Bourdieu’s notion of habitus and combining 

it with poststructuralist ideas of deferral and postponement, paradox, and 

contradiction. Culture, according to her, refers to the sedimented knowledge, the 

experiences, the feelings, and emotions of a speaking subject and the emerging 

process of meaning construction in interaction (Kramsch, 2011, p. 355; see also 

Riedner, 2015, pp. 141–142). Kramsch writes:  

 

[Culture] is seen less as a world of institutions and historical traditions, or 

even as identifiable communities of practice, than as a mental toolkit of 

subjective metaphors, affectivities, historical memories, entextualizations 

and transcontextualizations of experience, with which we make meaning of 

the world around us and share that meaning with others. (2011, p. 355)  

 

According to Kramsch, culture must be seen ‘as a dynamic process, constructed 

and reconstructed in various ways by individuals engaged in struggles for symbolic 

meaning and for the control of identities, subjectivities, and interpretations of 

history’ (Kramsch, 2009b, pp. 225–226). Thus, Kramsch moves from the 

conceptualization of culture as referring to sense-making and practices of 

identifiable groups to a radical understanding of ‘doing culture’. Today it is possible 

to construct oneself as belonging to a community that is far away or does not even 

exist anymore. Cultural repertoires as embodied cultural resources are part of ‘the 

biographical memory,’ and they are used to shape specific identities. Kramsch’s 

definition is compatible with conceptualizations of culture stemming from critical 

theory as advanced, for example, by Hormel and Jording (2016). Building on the 

work of Stuart Hall and the German education scientist Paul Mecheril, Hormel and 

Jording underline that ‘doing culture’ is a categorization process in which 

differences are constructed and power is negotiated. According to them, ‘culture’ 

is an ideological structure that is mobilized to legitimize processes of exclusion and 

that becomes productive when inequalities are re-created (Hormel & Jording, 2016, 

p. 222).    
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The concept of ‘culture’ is still very important in German L2 research and 

education today, yet different conceptions of culture co-exist in the field. Some are 

still rather static, ‘modernist’, or, to use Adrian Holliday’s (2011) concept, ‘neo-

essentialist;’ culture is defined as the value system of a group or even a nation. Such 

conceptualizations can often be found in textbooks and pre-university German L2 

classrooms (Plikat, 2016, p. 15; Rellstab, 2021). They still retain elements of 

cultural chauvinism because they often differentiate between ‘good,’ Western, 

liberal cultures and ‘problematic,’ non-Western, illiberal ones (Holliday, 2011, pp. 

6–10). However, most researchers and university educators have become aware that 

simplistic concepts of culture are problematic as they project a simplistic, 

stereotypical, often ethnocentric and sometimes even racist view of the world. At 

least in academic texts, complex concepts of ‘culture’ and an understanding of 

cultures as co-constructed and dynamic are advocated (for example, Baumann, 

2018; Becker, 2018; Kramsch, 2009a; Roche & Venohr, 2018). Yet despite the 

wide dissemination of more ‘cosmopolitan’ and ‘critical cosmopolitan’ approaches 

(Holliday, 2011, pp. 12–13), simplistic understandings of culture have not 

disappeared from research and university education. However, if we perpetuate 

these understandings in our writings, in our talk, and in the classroom, we as 

educators do not only assist in sustaining a world view that is stereotypical and 

highly problematic. We also fail to educate our students to become critical thinkers. 

Hence, we should strive to free ourselves from simplistic notions of culture. Yet as 

the following analysis demonstrates, this is far from simple. As the interactions 

from the workshop I will discuss suggest, the adoption of one of the two opposing 

points of view is rather a local, interactional achievement than fixed once and for 

all.  

 

 

Discourse analysis as a starting point for reflexive practice 

 

Reflexive practices have enjoyed wide acceptance in language teaching and 

education for quite some time and have been institutionalized at different levels to 

varying degrees of success. As Hale, Nanni, and Hooper (2018) and Ghafarpour 

(2017) have shown, close analyses of the way we talk and interact offer us detailed 

insights into our practices as teachers and educators and thus can initiate reflection 

and, if necessary, change. Here, reflection was initiated by the analysis of data that 

stem from a two-day workshop for German L2 researchers and university educators 

in West Africa. The topic of the workshop was ‘Approaches to Researching 

Interculturality.’ Ten researchers and university educators participated; they held 

passports from different West African and Western European countries, and most 

of them held a PhD. Some of them had known each other for a long time, others 
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met for the first time. I was one of the organizers of the workshop and participated 

too. Some of the participants were German L1 speakers, as I am, some were German 

L2 speakers. The language skills of the latter were excellent, most of them had lived 

for extended periods in German-speaking countries, and linguistic phenomena 

typical of L2 interactions, for example, word searches or non-grammatical syntactic 

constructions (see, for example, Kurhila, 2006), could rarely be found in the data. 

The workshop sessions were video- and audiotaped and transcribed according to 

GAT 2, a transcription convention that has been developed by German researchers 

and is widely used in German interaction research (Selting et al., 2009). 

To make sense of the workshop data, I adopt an analytical strategy that has 

been developed in mediated discourse analysis, so-called nexus analysis (Wong 

Scollon & de Saint-Georges, 2012). Nexus analysis is a highly flexible mode of 

inquiry; it assumes that social discourses circulate through all moments of human 

action. By focusing on social actions, nexus analysis reveals how discourses 

mediate social actions (Scollon & Wong Scollon, 2004). These discourses become 

visible when the analyst takes the three ‘essential material entities constitutive of 

any mediated action’ into account: the historical bodies of the people involved, the 

interaction order, and the discourses in place (Wong Scollon & de Saint-Georges, 

2012, p. 71). The historical body refers to the embodied life experiences that are 

constitutive of the way we act. It is related to Bourdieu’s concept of ‘habitus’ as a 

mostly unconscious ‘generating principle of social forms of practice’ (Schwingel, 

2000, p. 63). The idea of the interaction order is taken from Erving Goffman. 

According to Goffman, the interaction order refers to the social and interactional 

norms which influence the ongoing interaction, yet are, at the same time, re-

constructed in and through the interaction (Goffman, 1983). It encompasses also 

specific communicative genres (Knoblauch, 2005), or specific communicative 

projects (Linell, 1998). Discourses in place refer to the material, conceptual, and 

ideological phenomena in place at the moment of action (Hult, 2019, p. 140). Thus, 

according to nexus analysis, ‘social actions are nexus points for the interplay of 

structure and agency’ (Hult, 2019, p. 141). Nexus analysis is ideally conducted in 

three steps: first, when engaging the nexus of practice, important social actions, the 

actors, and the discourses and concepts that are relevant in the moment are 

identified. Second, the nexus of practice is navigated. This involves the collection 

of data and the analysis of the selected data. As nexus analysis focuses on social 

issues, its goal is not merely analytical: as a third step, it aims at change (Lane, 

2014). Although nexus analysis is often applied in long-term ethnographic projects, 

it is possible to utilize concepts and methods of nexus analysis to examine a smaller 

event or actions too (see Aarnikoivu, 2020).  

In the following, I will zoom in on fragments of the workshop where the 

participants discuss the concept of culture to find a definition all can agree on, and 
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on fragments where the participants tell stories and make jokes and thereby engage 

different concepts of culture too. In doing this, I navigate a nexus of practice within 

a community I myself belong to.   

 

 

Culture in interaction 

 

We do not act consistently in everyday life (Wacquant, 2016), and we apply 

concepts in inconsistent manners in everyday talk and reasoning (see, for example, 

already Schütz, 1944). In an academic context, however, we strive for consistency, 

or at least, we should. Yet stark inconsistencies can appear in academic discussions, 

also when we talk about ‘culture’.  Sometimes we seem to be very careful to 

navigate the complexities of the concept of culture. At other times, we use shortcuts 

and fall back into simplistic talk about culture that undercuts our aims to be precise. 

 

Tiptoeing around definitions, promoting solutions 

At the beginning of the workshop, after the round of self-presentations, I initiate a 

debate on the meaning of ‘culture’ that lasts for approximately one hour. The first 

part of the debate revolves around the distinction between nature and culture. As 

the following fragment demonstrates, Robert (RT) deconstructs this distinction 

already in his opening argument. The fragment sets in after my (DR) suggestion to 

discuss the notion of culture and before I invite the participants to co-develop a 

common understanding of the concept: 

 

Fragment 582    

1 DR:   ich denke (-) wir können das vielleicht so=n bisschen 

      geMEINsam zu ent!WICK!eln versuchen. 

      i think we can maybe attempt to develop this a little  

      bit together 

2       (7.0) 

3 RT:   |<<p> also (.) eh.>   | 

            right    

      |((raises right hand))| 

4 DR:   |ja?            | 

       yes 

      |((looks at sr))| 

5 RT:   eh kulTUR ist (-) aus meiner SICHT (0.8) zuerst alles 

      WAS (1.7) !WIR! (-) menschen (2.2) hier auf der welt in 

      unserer um Umgebung (0.8) aufgeFUNden haben. 

      culture is from my point of view first of all  

      everything what we humans have found here in our 

      environment  

      [...] 
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6       und WAS wir dann selber da!ZU! (1.4) erFUNden haben? 

      and what we then ourselves have invented additionally 

      (1.3) 

7       eh (-) geschaffen haben; (2.2) 

             have constructed 

 

My invitation bears traces of uncertainty: the epistemic marker I think (1) and the 

phrase maybe a little bit (1) soften the imposition of suggesting to pursue the 

communicative project of developing a common understanding of ‘culture’. All the 

participants are addressed as equals; no one is singled out as epistemic authority. A 

very long gap of seven seconds follows; this indicates that finding a solution will 

not be easy. Robert self-selects as the next speaker with an inference indicating 

right (3), thereby projecting the provision of a definition. After he is licensed as the 

next speaker, he begins a formulation: culture is. Before he proceeds, he pauses, 

indicating hesitancy, and then inserts the epistemic marker from my point of view 

(5), thereby downgrading the certainty and the generality of the projected 

definition. The definition itself contains several pauses: two long pauses frame the 

subject of the first relative clause, we humans (5), underlining the focus of the 

definition; one longer pause is placed before the nonfinite verb invented (6), and a 

longer pause before the increment have constructed (7). The pauses structure 

Robert’s argumentation and emphasize the important elements of his definition. At 

the same time, they contribute to the tentative character of his definition. 

Summarizing his explanations after having listed elements belonging to culture in 

a part that is omitted here, he claims:  

 

Fragment 625 
1 RT:   also es ist SCHWIErig eh: kulturbegriff geNAUer zu  

      definieren. 

      so it is difficult to define concept of culture more 

      precisely      

      (1.3) 

2       <<p> ja.> 

           yes 

3       ich würde sagen das ist eine zusammenfassung? 

      i would say it is an amalgamation 

4 JP:   m_hm?  

5 RT:   [von     ] (1.2) von dem GEIST? 

       of              the mind   

6 JT:   [dem land]? 

       the land 

7 RT:   und von dem KÖRper. 

      and of the body 

8 PR:   okay. 
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Before Robert provides a summary of his understanding of culture, he pre-empts 

criticism by referring to general difficulties when defining culture: so it is difficult 

(1). As in the previous fragment, he epistemically downgrades his projected 

definition with the marker i would say (3), thereby framing his definition as 

tentative and waving epistemic authority. Then he provides a more anthropocentric 

version of his previous definition of culture as an amalgamation (3), understood in 

the sense of an amalgamation of body and mind.  

Robert’s contribution initiates further discussion of the relation between 

nature and culture. His definition is contested by Caroline (CT), who claims: 

 

Fragment 641 
1 CT:   ich (.) GLAUB ich hätte einen etwas !AN!deren 

      kulturbegriff als der kollege; 

      i believe i'd have a somewhat different concept of 

      culture than the colleague 

2       ich würd kulTUR im gegensatz zu na!TUR! sehen. 

      i would see culture in opposition to nature 

 

Caroline does not align with Robert; she promotes a more traditional understanding 

of the distinction between nature and culture. Yet similar to Robert, she downgrades 

epistemic certainty by using the markers i believe and i would see, thereby 

mitigating any claim to epistemic authority; neither does she attempt to topple the 

definition provided by Robert.  

The participants do not reach a final verdict, and Christian (CF) finally 

provides an interim assessment. He states: 

 

Fragment 784 
1 CF:   ich eh BIN euh wir KÖNNen drehen oder wenden so viel 

      sie möchten. 

      i eh am eh we can twist and turn it as much as you  

      like  

2       kulTUR (.) ist immer noch nicht AUS (.) geschöpft. 

      culture is not yet exhausted 

3       also NOCH nicht definiert; 

      thereby not yet defined 

4       man IST immer [noch] auf der suche [nach einer (--) ja 

                                                         eh] 

      one is still looking for a yes  

      nach einer (-) definition.   

      for a definition 

5 JP:                 [ja  ] 

                     yes 

6 RT:                                      [es ist zu 

                                               umfangREICH;] 

                                          it is too vast 
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Here, a notable change in claiming epistemic authority can be observed. This is 

related to the change of the interaction order. Christian does not attempt to define 

culture. He provides an assessment of the previous discussion. Christian begins his 

turn with a collocation indicating a final verdict. In it, he self-repairs and thereby 

upgrades the validity of his claim: I eh am to we can (1). He then presents his 

assessment as a generalized fact: it is impossible to present a standard definition of 

culture. Jean-Paul (JP) (5) and Robert (6) agree.  

This assessment does not terminate the discussion. From an interactional 

perspective, abandoning the task of developing a shared understanding of ‘culture’ 

would amount to abandoning the communicative project that I set into motion in 

the beginning. Thus, the debate continues. Finally, the participants of the workshop 

find solutions. The definitions they advance can be categorized as post-modernist, 

cosmopolitan, and in line with current theoretical thinking in the field. Unlike 

before, these definitions are formulated with epistemic certainty and authority:  

 

Fragment 845 
1 PA:   a anschließend AN das was eh der kollege christian 

      sagt; 

      connecting to what colleague christian said 

2       es HEIßT also? 

      this means therefore 

3       kulTUR ist ein eh a ab!STRAK!tum ein konstrukt. 

      culture is an abstractum a construct 

4 CF:   ja= 

      yes 

5 PA:   =weil es so IST? 

      and because it is so 

6       dann eh euh:= 

      then 

7 RT:   =ja. 

      yes 

8       [natürlich.]     

       of course 

9 PA:   [MÜSSen    ] wir uns eh GRUNDsätzlich von einer (.)  

      essentialistischen vorstellung. 

      in principle we must abandon an essentialist 

      conception  

10       verABschieden zu einer (-) dynamik der kultur. 

      in favor of a dynamic of culture 

11       das HEIßT es ist alles im fluss in beWEgung. 

      this means everything is in flux in movement 

 

Unlike the previous speakers, Philippe (PA) displays epistemic certainty and 

authority and infers epistemic responsibility from this authority. Linking his turn to 

the claim of his colleague Christian—connecting to what colleague christian said 
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(1), he concludes this means therefore (2) that culture is a construct (3); this 

conclusion is supported by Christian (4) and Robert (7). Based on this conclusion, 

Philippe formulates a deontic claim1: in principle we must abandon an essentialist 

conception in favor of a dynamic of culture (9, 10). Providing access to the source 

of his knowledge and demonstrating how he reasons, he increases epistemic 

certainty and props up his epistemic authority. He suggests that we should think 

about culture in dynamic terms.  

Katharina (KD) aligns with him when she criticizes national or topological 

conceptions of culture: 

 

Fragment 1148 
1 KD:   euhm also DA muss man [auf]passen dass man nicht immer 

      [wahr]scheinlich [so geo]grafisch so sagt. 

      so we have to be careful not to always probably speak 

      perhaps in geographical terms         

2 JP:                         [ja.] 

                            yes 

3 PA:   [ja  ]           [ouais.] 

      yes               yes                   

4 KD:   [es gibt nicht] ne kultur von einem LAND [oder von] 

      einem (-) regiON oder so? 

      there is not one culture of a country or of a region 

      or so 

5 JP:   [m_hm.        ]                          [m_hm    ] 

6 KD:   und manchmal ist man sich aus bestimmten miliEUS 

      näher? 

      and sometimes you feel closer to specific milieus 

7       mit (-) FErnen orten? 

      of far away places 

8       als im (.) eigenen LAND zum beispiel. 

      than in your own country for example 

 

She makes a deontic claim—we have to be careful (1)—not to use culture in a 

topological sense and supports her claim with an example: one can feel close to 

people regardless of their whereabouts (6–8). Philippe (3) and Jean-Paul (5) 

indicate consent. It seems as if the group has reached a common understanding at 

this point: ‘Culture’ is complex and dynamic, and it should not be defined in 

topological or national terms. Those who advance it demonstrate their knowledge 

of the ongoing theoretical discussions in the field and speak as experts; others signal 

consent. However, this understanding is a local and contingent achievement and 

abandoned within minutes in favor of a much more traditional understanding of 

culture that seems deeply embedded in our historical bodies.  

                                                 
1 Deontic: Expressing duty or obligation. 
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Telling stories, making jokes 

The caution and the restrictions imposed on using simplistic notions of culture 

disappear as soon as the interaction order changes and the participants, the author 

of this paper included, are engaged in different communicative projects. The 

following two fragments stem from a discussion of Edward Hall’s contribution to 

the field of intercultural communication research. Hall’s work is placed in its 

historical context, the importance of his work is valued yet also criticized as 

advancing stereotypical thinking. However, as the following fragments 

demonstrate, stereotypical thinking is also visible among participants of the 

discussion.  

In the first fragment, I am standing in front of the classroom, talking about 

Hall’s claim that space is differently organized in different cultures. I illustrate his 

claim by drawing on an existing stereotype on the behavior of people in Finland 

and my own experiences as a person who lived in Finland and traveled back and 

forth between Finland and Switzerland for quite some time; I illustrate my point by 

enacting a ‘small story’ (Bamberg & Georgakopoulou, 2008): 

 

Fragment 1326 
1 DR:   aber .hh es gibt diesen !WITZ! dass die FINNen |(--) 

      relativ viel abstand brauchen.| 

      but there is this joke that the finns need quite much 

      space 

                                                     |((arms 

      wide open))                   | 

2       |oder generell die menschen in skandiNAvien?| 

       or the people in scandinavia in general 

      |((arms close to the body))                 | 

3       |also [dass man] denen nicht zu NAhe kommen darf.    | 

       meaning that you should not get too close to them 

      |((arms open, body turning left, right, arms closed))|   

4 KD:         [ja.     ] 

             yes 

5 DR:   und ich hab das da bei mir SELBST gemerkt; 

      and i experienced this myself      

6       also wenn ich dann jeweils in der SCHWEIZ war; 

      so when i was back in switzerland 

7       aus finnland zuRÜCK kam; 

      came back from finland 

8       |und ich stand an der busstaTIO:N,| 

       and i was at the busstation 

      |((sidestep to the right))        | 

9       da gab es DANN !LEU!te |die kamen mir zu nahe?  | 

      then there were people who came too close to me 

                             |((sidestep to the left))| 
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10       |und da bin ich dann auch WEGgegangen.| 

       and then i went away too 

      |((large sidestep to the right))      | 

11 PA:   hehe. 

12 JP:   hehehe. 

13 DR:   also? 

      thus 

14 JP:   [hehe   ] 

15 DR:   [hab das] dann AUCH gemerkt? 

       i realized this too 

 

My illustration consists of two parts. The first part refers to this joke that finns need 

quite much space (1), which is corrected to the people in scandinavia in general 

(2), and then explained as that you should not get too close to them (3). To illustrate 

Hall’s theory on the cultural variance of the organization of space, I make a national 

and geographical stereotype relevant and thereby construct a category consisting of 

Finns and Scandinavians and their typical behavior. The stereotype and the category 

are carefully placed within the scope of ‘this joke,’ thus do not undermine 

Katharina’s insistence that country-specific or region-specific cultures do not exist. 

However, in what follows, the stereotype is reified and reasserted. What I called ‘a 

joke’ is transformed into an assertion in an embodied multi-unit narrative. I 

organize the transition from the joke to the narrative through a story preface: and i 

experienced this myself (5). Then I set the scene in the background segment 

(Goodwin, 2016, p. 199): the country and the specific location of the story are 

explicated (6-8). The performance of the story begins in line eight when I sidestep 

to the right, embodying the arrival at the bus stop. The climax of the story is reached 

when I relate what happened there: then there were people who came too close to 

me and then i went away too (9, 10). Both the approach of the people and my 

stepping away are performed in front of the others. There is contrast built into my 

performance: the step to the left which indicates the people approaching me at the 

bus station, is short (9). The step to the right, which is done while talking about 

distancing, is twice as large (10). Through this exaggerated step to the side, I 

position myself away from the Swiss and invite the others to laugh at me, or the 

situation. I succeed: both Philippe and Jean-Paul treat my turn as funny (11, 12), 

and Jean-Paul continues to laugh while I summarize my experiences (14, 15). The 

successfully performed story reconstructs a national or at least topological 

understanding of culture by generalizing over the behavior of people living in 

Finland or Scandinavia and Switzerland (see, for example, Sajavaara & Lehtonen, 

2011). Moreover, in and through my self-categorization, I present myself as having 

acquired character traits typically attributed to Finns because of my prolonged 

living in Finland. This self-categorization rests on the assumption that people 

assimilate when they live in a different country and become like locals. Thus, my 
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embodied narrative re-enacts simplified views on culture and acculturation to land 

a joke. 

A bit later, stereotypes are made relevant after I compared Hall’s theory to 

Brown and Levinson’s (1987) theory on negative politeness, broach the issue of 

talking to foreigners in public transportation, and ask how people would behave 

‘here’—a question which is loaded too. Katharina answers my question by relating 

a story: 

 

Fragment 1387   
1 KD:   auf dem !FLUG! nach (city in West Africa)? 

      on the plane to (city in West Africa) 

2       wenn man das flugzeug NIMMT? 

      if you take the plane 

3       da fängt (-) ganze HALbe flug immer miteinander an zu  

      quatschen. 

      always half the whole plane begins to chat with each 

      other  

4       soFORT ist irgendwie;= 

      immediately there is somehow 

5 JP:   =s he he. 

6 RT:   völlig norMAL. 

      totally normal 

7 PA:   ha (.) ha  

8 CF:   [(xxx)          ] 

9 KD:   [ich saß NEUlich] <<laughing> zwischen> [von] 

      äthiopien hierher? 

      recently I was sitting between from ethiopia to here 

10 JP:                                           [ha ] 

11 PA:   m_hm? 

12 KD:   zwischen (-) den LEUten? 

      between the people 

13       und ich hatte das geFÜHL? 

      and i was under the impression 

14       sie haben es war eine !RIE!sige gruppe die zuSAMMen 

      gereist ist? 

      they have it was a huge group that was traveling 

      together 

15       aber eigentlich haben sie ALLe: irgendwie bei der war 

      beim 

      but actually they all met somehow at while    

      warten (.) angefangen miteinander zu REden. 

      waiting they started to talk with each other  

16       und dann ging=s (.) |IMMer über meinen kopf [hinweg.]| 

      and then it always went over my head   

                          |((moves arms above her head))   | 

17 GS:                                               [hahaha ]         
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18 AD:                                               [[hahaha] 

      haha] 

19 JP:                                               [[hahaha] 

      haha] 

20       hahaha[hahaha[ha  ]haha        ] 

21 PA:         [hohoho[ho  ]                                     

22 KD:                [ALLE] miteinander] [die !GAN!]ze zeit. 

                          all together all the time 

23 JP:                                    [hihi     ] 

24       und haben sie angefangen zusammen zu !SIN!gen? 

      and then they started to sing 

25 PA:   [ah au::      ] 

26 KD:   [bei den einen] wird [geLACHT und .hh            ] 

      and the others they are laughing             

27 JP:                        [pauvre pauvre pauvre pauvre]  

                            poor poor poor poor thing 

28 KD:   [es war WIRklich [so.]] 

       this was really the case 

29 JP:   [ha ha ha ha         ] 

30 RT:                    [in  ] der maSCHIne. 

                        on the plane 

31 KD:   das ist !IMM!er bei diesen FLÜgen zum bei[spiel?] 

      this is always the case on these flights for example 

32 JP:                                            [m_hm? ] 

33 KD:   fangen die LEUte sofort sofort an mit=nander zu 

      sprechen? 

      people immediately immediately begin to talk to each 

      other 

 

Katharina refers to behavior on flights on the African continent where, according 

to her, people immediately begin to chat with each other (3). John and Philippe, 

who are looking at Katharina, orient to the slight exaggeration and treat her turn as 

a laughable (5, 7; see Glenn, 2003). Robert agrees with Katharina, yet assesses her 

observation as rather irrelevant: totally normal (6). Katharina then tells what 

happened to her lately: she sat on a plane between people who had recently met and 

who talked in a very animated way with each other. Through laughter in the 

background segment (9), she marks the projected story as funny. The climax of the 

narrative is embodied and illustrated by hand movements over her head: and then 

it always went over my head (16). Katharina, as I did, exaggerates, which invites 

the audience to perceive the story as funny, again. She succeeds. This first part of 

the climax is followed by a burst of shared laughter that displays strong affiliation 

and alignment in the group (17–21). While people are still laughing, Katharina 

expands the story and renders it more dramatic, first by explicating always to all 

together all the time (22) and then by relating how the tumult increased: people 

began to sing and laugh (24, 26). At this point, the assessment of Katharina’s 

narrative changes. While the first part of the segment was treated as funny, the 
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second part is assessed as requiring sympathy: Philippe introduces a response cry 

(25; Goffman, 1981), Jean-Paul categorizes her in French as poor thing (27). 

Katharina enters the coda of her story in overlap with John who is still laughing, 

and asserts the generality of her experience, again (31, 33). The stance Katharina 

takes towards the experience is not negative, yet rather one of bewilderment or 

amusement. Yet her colleagues take a negative stance towards the behavior of 

‘these people’ and demonstrate sympathy. In this multi-unit turn, the group 

constructs the category of people on continental planes in Africa who get 

acquainted very quickly and interact animatedly. In the beginning, Katharina does 

not explicitly exclude herself from this category (3). Yet in the course of the story, 

she introduces a division between the passengers and herself. There are ‘these 

people’ who instantly begin to talk to each other, who sing and make jokes, and 

there is the narrator who sits between them and is bewildered.  

After a lengthy comment that is excluded here, the group reifies the category 

and specifies it by making use of stereotypes. Katharina introduces a difference 

between passengers on intra-continental planes in Europe and passengers on inter-

continental planes to Africa: 

 

Fragment 1438 
1 KD:   wenn der FLUG von deutschland nach eh brüssel oder so 

      ist immer RUhig; 

      on the plane from germany to brussels or so it is 

      always calm 

2 JP:   =ruhig 

       calm 

3 CF:   [genau.   ] 

       exactly 

4 KD:   [JEder für] sich. 

       each one for themselves    

5 PA:   ha. 

6 GS:   [ha ha ha ha       ] 

7 KD:   [toTALes schweigen.] 

       total silence      

8 PA:   [ja ja.] 

       yes yes  

9 CF:   [ja ja.] 

       yes yes 

10 KD:   [aber der flug von] 

       but on the plane from 

11 CF:   [aber von paris?  ] 

       but from paris 

12 JP:   von [paRIS (--) nach (-) he he] 

      from paris 

13 PA:       [hehehehehehehe           ] 

14 JP:   [hehe hahaha   ] ha 
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15 AD:   [hehehehehe    ] 

16 CF:   [nach !A!frika.] 

       to africa 

17 RT:   [da ist die stimmung ANders.] 

       the mood is different 

18 KD:   [KINder werden rumgereicht. ] 

       children are passed along 

19 CF:   ja. 

      yes 

20       [das ist SCHON anders.    ] 

       this is really different 

21 KD:   [man QUATSCHT miteinander.] 

       one chats with one another 

22 PA:   ouais ouais. 

      yes yes 

23 KD:   man läuft RU:M; 

      one walks around 

24       die von der first class kommen RÜber= 

      those from the first class come over 

25 AS:   =ouai::s. 

      yes 

26 KD:   und quatschen [mit den] [LEUt]en; 

      and they chats with the people 

27 CF:                 [ja.    ] 

                     yes 

28 JM:                           [ja. ] 

                               yes 

29 KD:   das ist IMMer (-) irgendwie; 

      this is always somehow 

30 GS:   wie:: auf dem MARKT. 

      like on the market 

31 KH:   ja ne? 

      yes right 

 

Katharina claims that everything is quiet on intra-European flights: each one for 

themselves (4), total silence (7). She thereby invokes the image of passengers that 

are silent, quiet, by themselves, and maybe also a bit boring. The colleagues 

constantly confirm what she says through repetition (2), confirmation (3, 8, 9), and 

laughter (5, 6). In lines 10 and 11, both Katharina and Christophe project a contrast 

to this situation in their but-prefaced turns in overlap: but on the plane from (10); 

but from paris (11). The single mentioning of Paris initiates laughter (12–15). While 

others laugh, Christophe specifies the destinations of flights from Paris and thereby 

also its passengers: these are planes to Africa with, assumedly, passengers from 

Africa (16). Partly in overlap, Katharina details what is different on planes to 

Africa: children are passed around, people talk to each other, first-class passengers 

walk to the economy class to chat (18, 21, 23, 24, 26). Others agree (22, 25, 27, 28). 
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Gabriel (GS) compares the situation on inter-continental planes to Africa to a 

market (30), which is corroborated by Katharina (31). Collaboratively the workshop 

participants re-construct traditional stereotypes of people from Europe and people 

from Africa. These re-constructions are self- and other-categorizations as some of 

the people in the workshop identify as ‘coming from’ Africa, others as ‘coming 

from’ Europe. The claim that culture should not be defined in a topological sense 

is, at this point, forgotten.   

 

 

Conclusions  

 

As researchers working on interculturality and as university educators teaching 

interculturality, we are aware that ‘culture’ is a complex concept and should not be 

understood in a national or topological sense. Yet the fragments of the workshop 

demonstrate how inconsistently we sometimes talk about culture. The analyses 

suggest that as long as we theorize about the meaning of the concept of ‘culture,’ 

we are careful to avoid simplistic conceptualizations, we hedge, we downgrade our 

certainties, and we advance complex understandings. Yet when we tell stories and 

intend to land a joke, we loosen our standards and fall back into simplified versions 

of ‘the cultural.’ This happens within seconds and minutes of our interactions. From 

an interactional perspective, this is not astonishing: telling stories follows a 

different interaction order than discussing complex definitions. During expert 

discussions, we are guided by our habitus as researchers and cultural experts. When 

discussing definitions, we construct ourselves as experts in the field, we 

demonstrate that we are aware of the many difficult implications the notion bears, 

and we anticipate criticism by emphasizing our uncertainty and by downgrading 

our epistemic authority. Yet when we tell a story, we want to catch the audience’s 

attention, we exaggerate, we invoke stereotypes, and we introduce salient contrasts 

to make our stories graspable and funny. Stereotypes on what we call ‘cultural 

differences’ are pervasive, they can be easily exploited, and they come in handy. 

Yet when using such categories and stereotypes, we reconstruct simplistic views of 

the world and undermine our attempts at finding a definition of ‘culture’ that is 

adequate, fair, and non-essentialist. Thereby, we play into the hands of powerful 

ideologies that structure the world according to national, ethnic, and ‘racial’ lines 

without probably wanting it, and unwillingly help to reconstruct power inequalities.  

These are, of course, qualitative analyses of fragments of one specific workshop. 

Yet they demonstrate that even researchers and university educators who strive to 

adhere to post-modern, critical cosmopolitan views of culture fail, time and again, 

fall back into simplistic ways of talking, and have not freed themselves from more 

essentialist understandings of culture. This is not surprising. Our historical bodies 
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have been influenced by powerful discourses that we cannot simply shake off, and 

we as human beings will never be capable of acting and speaking constantly 

consistently. Yet we need to become aware of social actions that are at odds with 

our theoretical beliefs, positions, and convictions. If we as researchers and 

university educators intend to keep the concept of ‘culture’, yet intend to advance 

non-essentialist notions of ‘the cultural,’ we need to know how we talk about 

culture in lively debates with peers, in the classroom with students, yet also outside 

of academia. Otherwise, we will perpetuate simplistic and problematic 

understandings of culture. When we have become aware of our failures, we can 

think about how to change and begin to revise our practices as university teachers 

and educators in a fundamental and not only superficial way.   
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